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The formation of super-heavy elements
through fusion of two heavy-ions is influenced
by the survival of compound nucleus, equili-
brated in all the degrees of freedom, against
its fission. In macroscopic models of heavy-ion
collisions, the multi-dimensional potential ‘en-
ergy landscape’ sways the dynamics of fusion
process from touching configuration to the for-
mation of compound nucleus [1]. According
to liquid drop model (LDM), the limit for sta-
bility against fission for a nucleus reaches for
Z≥104 as no fission barrier exists beyond this
resulting in a symmetric, single-humped mass
distribution of fission fragments. The obser-
vation of asymmetric mass distribution in low
energy fission of majority of actinide targets,
and synthesis of elements beyond Z=104 [2]
was explained by incorporating shell correc-
tions to LDM [3]. The asymmetry in the
mass-distribution decreases at higher excita-
tion energies due to the gradual fading of
shell effects. Over the last few decades, the
heavy-ion reactions have attracted a great deal
of efforts across the globe, as they offer the
most drastic rearrangement of nucelons in a
many body system [4]. In a fusion-fission pro-
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cess, the compound nucleus formed via com-
plete and/or incomplete fusion may proceed
towards fission depending upon the available
excitation energy and other entrance chan-
nel parameters, i.e., mass-asymmetry (µ =
MT −MP

MT +MP

), deformation, and Coulomb factor

(Z1Z2). The final reaction products may be
populated via the emission of light nuclear
particles and/or characteristic γ-rays from the
fission fragments. Nishio et al. [5] reported
incomplete fusion-fission as one of the domi-
nant reaction modes in addition to the com-
plete fusion-fission at intermediate energies.
The phenomenon of nuclear fusion-fission with
heavy-ions has been prodigiously investigated
for a wide range of fissility, excitation energy,
and other entrance channel parameters [6, 7].
Although a large amount of cross-section data
has been generated in light- and heavy-ion in-
duced reactions on highly fissile actinide tar-
gets yet there is a dearth of comprehensive
understanding of underlying dynamics in the
below actinide region. The cross-section data
for fission fragments in a diverse range of
projectile-target system is also of the essence
for its application in the areas of nuclear astro-
physics, development of next generation nu-
clear reactors, and radiochemistry for national
security.

With the spur to study different aspects of
heavy-ion induced fission following the evo-
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FIG. 1: Mass variance, σ
2

M , as a function of ex-
citation energy (E∗) for deformed thulium target.
The arrow indicates the E

∗ corresponding to the
Coulomb barrier.

lution of composite system formed via com-
plete and/or incomplete fusion, the experi-
ments have been performed with beams of 12C
(Elab= 77.18, 83.22, and 89.25 MeV) on de-
formed 169Tm target, ≈ 900 µg/cm2 thick, us-
ing the pelletron accelerator facilities at IUAC
New Delhi. An Al foil of sufficient thick-
ness was placed behind the target foil to stop
the recoiling products. Recoil-catcher acti-
vation technique followed by the off-line γ-
spectroscopy with two pre-calibrated HPGe
detectors was used to measure the production
cross-sections of fission fragments. The iden-
tification of residues was done by their charac-
teristic γ-rays and vetted by decay-curve anal-
ysis. In this communication, 26 fission-like
events have been identified at different ener-
gies [8].

To discern various reaction mechanisms,
two post-fission observables: mass and charge
distribution were used. In heavy-ion induced
reactions, the mass distribution of fission frag-
ment is, generally, found to be symmetric be-
cause in most of the cases a compound nucleus
is formed with an excitation energy which
is well above the fission barrier. The mass
distribution of fission fragments produced in
12C+169Tm is obtained at Elab= 77.18, 83.22,
and 89.25 MeV. The mass dispersion of fission
fragments is found to be symmetric and can be

fitted with one Gaussian function manifesting
their production by compound nuclear pro-
cesses. The observed variation in mass vari-
ance with excitation energy is shown in Fig.1.
The mass variance is found to increase with
excitation energy at above the Coulomb bar-
rier energies as reported by Ghosh et al. [9] for
deformed Thorium target. The charge distri-
bution parameters were obtained for the Kr
and Tc isotopes at Elab = 83.22 and 89.25
MeV; and are found to be in good accord with
the experimental values reported in the liter-
ature.

To summarize, present work suggests that
fission is one of the competing modes of de-
excitation of the complete and/or incomplete
fusion composites at the excitation energies
where the evaporation of light nuclear parti-
cle(s) and/or γ-rays are assumed to be sole
contributors. A single-peak broad Gaussian
mass dispersion curve substantiated the pres-
ence of compound nuclear fission at all the
studied energies. In this conference, the ex-
perimental details and results of the measure-
ments will be delineated and discussed.
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